Plan your transition to
cloud communications.
When you can fully realize and leverage cloud
benefits for your business, you’re ready.
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Long-term success depends
on making the right start
Cloud communications can increase your flexibility
and productivity without the need for large capital
investment. But to realize the true benefits, you
need to plan your transition carefully, with a full
understanding of your current communications
processes, assets and capabilities.
By getting your preparation right, you can:
• Transition with little disruption to your business
• Implement a solution that is tailored to your specific
needs

See inside to discover:
• The benefits of cloud communications
• How to plan for a successful transition
• The potential pitfalls to avoid when
transitioning
• How the right service provider is key to a
successful transition

• Improve your work processes
• Provide effective support for staff, suppliers,
partners and customers
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Benefits of cloud communications
Compared to traditional, capex-intensive, onsite systems, the financial benefits of cloud
communications are clear and compelling. But
the economics are just the beginning of the real
business value.

It is critical that you choose the right cloud
service provider for your solution. That provider
will give you the ongoing support you need for
your successful long-term adoption of these
sophisticated communication and collaboration
tools.

Expand your opportunities

Provide seamless experiences

Free from the constraints of a physical location and a fixed
workforce, you can expand your opportunities to grow your
business.

By integrating multiple communications and collaboration
services across fixed and mobile devices, you can deliver
the seamless experiences that your employees and your
customers expect.

Work smarter, virtually anywhere

Stay ahead with new features

With access to all the information and tools needed—virtually
anywhere—your employees can improve their productivity.

Having access to sophisticated new features helps you stay
competitive and can keep from falling behind.

Reduce your risks

Free up time

Equipped with resiliency and security features, you can mitigate
the risk of damaging downtime.

With your cloud service provider managing and maintaining
the system, you can focus on growing your business, not your
phone system.
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3 steps to a successful transition
Use a simple 3-step approach to realize the full
benefits of a consolidated, company-wide cloud
architecture. The right preparation is vital.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Review the current situation

Identify improvement
opportunities

Prepare your business

You need to identify and fully understand
your current assets, capabilities
and processes by comprehensively
reviewing your communications and
collaboration environment.

Different cloud solutions offer a wide
variety of tools and features designed to
improve working practices, so identify
which of your processes can improve to
make your business run more efficiently.

Your staff, partners, suppliers
and customers all need to be fully
prepared for whatever impacts your
implementation will have on them. You
should also review whether any of your
technology needs to be refreshed, such
as broadband links and handsets.

A good cloud service provider will work with you
through these preparatory stages to recommend
a solution that suits your business and helps
improve current working practices.
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Key elements of your transition
As you plan your transition, there are 3 key elements
that you need to consider prior to implementing your
transition to cloud communications: Technology,
processes and people.

Tools & features

Suppliers

Network

Employees

Equipment

Customers & prospects

Processes

Partners

Technology

Processes

People

Your communications
technology needs to be aligned
for your transition to succeed.
This technology encompasses
your communications tools and
features, your equipment and
your underlying network.

From identification to
evaluation, establish a
clear and comprehensive
understanding of all the
communication processes
operating within your
business.

Preparing everyone who will be
impacted by your transition—
both internal staff and external
partners, suppliers and
customers—is fundamental.
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Technology

Processes

From the tools and features you require, to the physical
equipment and the underlying support network, all the
technological elements of your solution must be aligned for a
successful transition.

The clearer your picture of current processes, the more likely
it will be that your cloud-solutions design will improve your
efficiency and add value for your customers.

Equipment
A review should include your physical communications
equipment to establish whether:
• Existing CPE/phones can be reused or may have to be
replaced, and whether you need to support BYOD
• All equipment should be replaced at once or whether a
hybrid solution may suffice—a phased migration may simplify
managing existing assets and risk

Underlying network
Understanding the basic network requirements for your new
solution will enable you to decide whether:
• Your current LAN and WAN can cope with the increased
demands of cloud services, such as real-time voice and video
• Your network is sized for the level of concurrent calls
expected, and if any upgrades or new networking will be
required
• Any changes are needed to the router or firewall to enable
security

Tools and features
Your initial assessment should establish:
• Which services, features and functionalities are used, how
often, by whom and for what purpose

Mapping existing processes
Many businesses have processes that, having been developed
over time, might not be properly understood and documented.
Map all your current processes, including:
• How inbound customer calls are handled in different
scenarios—for example, what happens if customer service
staff is unavailable
• How your teams share information, collaborate and manage
projects, not just internally but also with external partners
and suppliers

Improving processes moving forward
Once you’ve mapped your existing processes, you can think
how you might improve them. In particular, you should consider
how new cloud functionality can help you to improve your
customers’ experiences.
You should consider:
• How new features—such as instant messaging and screensharing—can improve collaboration between customer
service and back-office teams to improve response to
customer queries
• How you can take advantage of the cloud’s potential to
remove geographic barriers and improve your call-handling
processes through, for example, hunt groups that span
multiple locations

• If there are any non-business applications or productivity
suites being used to fill gaps in your internal systems
• How you collaborate with people outside your organization
You should then identify:
• Which potentially valuable tools and features are missing
from your current solution
• Which business functions could benefit from new cloud
features
• How collaboration can be improved
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People
Business preparation must be comprehensive and supportive.
Your people should be fully committed to your move to cloud
communications.

Get everyone onboard
You can have the most advanced technology there is, but if
your people do not buy into your new cloud-communications
solution, your transition is more likely to falter.
You should:
• Talk to your staff about how they use your current
communications system and what improvements your new
solution will bring—highlight the benefits, such as simplicity
and intuitive portals
• Provide formal and appropriately tailored training to ensure
everyone understands the new, added capabilities of your
solution and how they can get the most from it
• Ensure that your employees have access to the right training
and guidance materials, post implementation
• Determine whether there will be any changed working
practices, such as flexible working, teleworking, staying local
to the customer, and so on
• Think beyond your workforce—training may also need to
extend to your suppliers and partners, while your customers
will need to be informed of any process changes and
improvements that will impact them

The better your people understand your new
solution, the more effectively they’ll be able to
use it.
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Pitfalls to avoid
There are a number of common mistakes that can be
avoided when transitioning to cloud communications.

Pitfall 1—Missing a key feature when the new system is
launched
Example: On the first day the system goes live, the CEO’s
assistant suddenly can’t screen calls.
Solution: Make sure you listen fully to user requirements during
your initial communications review and implement all required
features and functionality on day one.

Pitfall 2—Network infrastructure that hampers the new
system’s performance

Pitfall 4—Lack of support leaves employees unable to
get the best from the new system
Example: Sales teams cut their conversations short with
prospective customers because they’re unaware of the ability
to move calls seamlessly between their desk phone and their
mobile.
Solution: Implement the right user training and rely on a wellstaffed help desk for efficient issue resolution. You need the
right cloud service partner, one that will provide support every
step of the way from planning to transition, to launch and
beyond.

With an experienced cloud service provider at
your side, you can avoid costly mistakes.

Example: You’re trying to run a video conference with suppliers,
but the audio is constantly breaking up and the screen keeps
buffering.
Solution: Confirm the appropriate underlying network is in place
before the system goes live so that you have sufficient WAN
bandwidth for expected concurrent calls, and sufficient quality
of service for real-time voice and video.

Pitfall 3—Disruption due to lack of process-mapping
Example: A customer calls in when your customer service team
is busy; the call is lost because it’s not rerouted or held in a
queue.
Solution: To maintain continuity of existing processes, detailed
data capture is essential and should include number blocks,
call flows, call handling, hunt groups and contact-center
call routing. Get it right from day one to avoid confusion and
mishandled calls.
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With the right cloud service provider, you’re ready.
Your cloud service provider should excel at guiding
you through every stage of your transition. You should
be confident throughout the implementation that the
solution is right for your business.

It’s not just about getting the best cloudcommunications solution for you. It’s also about
having the experienced support you need at
every stage of your customers’ experiences.

Support
Getting the right level of support from your cloud
service provider is critical for enabling your business
to achieve long-term productivity and growth gains.

Maintenance and road mapping
The right partner will help you review and assess
your existing communications infrastructure and
build a roadmap for your near, medium and longterm future. Offering a range of services to support
your transition and enabling you to realize benefits at
every stage, your cloud service provider should also
proactively suggest new services to help improve
your overall experience.

Monitoring tools
Your cloud service provider should offer network
monitoring tools that provide a useful window into
service levels. Network analytics—such as those
capturing delays and packet loss—can enhance
management control and preempt service issues.

Transitioning to a cloud-communications solution can be a
straightforward path driving improved business processes. Or
it can be a nightmare. The difference is how well prepared you
are.

About Verizon
It’s amazing the things technology can do. When businesses
take advantage of technology, they don’t just drive business;
they can change the world. Discover how Verizon and its
technology partner, Cisco, can help your organization increase
productivity, improve the efficiency of your communications and
control costs with cloud communications.

Learn more:
Call 800.201.2860 to speak with a Verizon representative or
visit verizon.com/business for more information today.

Experience
Your cloud service provider should be able to call
upon wide-ranging experience managing multiple
transitions for other clients. Your business can’t
afford to make mistakes, so work with a trusted
provider that understands the pitfalls.
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